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In October 2012, the Post Graduate Colloquium discussed Inductive
Bible Study (IBS) and its potential use in global contexts. IBS is a methodology
for approaching scripture, developed in large part at Asbury Theological
Seminary, through the work of  Robert Traina. David Bauer, a student of
Traina’s, presented the keynote address, which is printed in this issue. This
address was followed by responses from a faculty panel that commented on
the paper and the recent book written by Bauer and Traina (Bauer, David R.
and Robert A. Traina.  Inductive Bible Study: A Comprehensive Guide to the Practice
of  Hermeneutics. Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2011). Ruth Anne Reese’s
comments are printed in this issue as an example of some of the faculty
feedback. A group of Post-Graduate scholars at Asbury Theological Seminary
then presented papers about some of the potential advantages and problems
IBS may face in crossing cultural borders: M. Sashi Jamir looks at the application
of IBS for tribal communities living in Northeast India. Juliet Uytanlet
examines the liberating potential of IBS for the Chinese Filipino context as it
emerges from a colonial mindset. Curtis Elliott takes a closer look at the
application of IBS in the Eastern Orthodox context of the nation of Georgia,
and Peter Tan-Gatue focuses on the post-colonial context of  Filipino
Americans living in Los Angeles and how IBS can function to increase biblical
knowledge through lay training.
In addition to these initial papers, several other papers in this issue were
not presented at the Colloquium, but raise similar issues. Art McPhee’s article,
which was presented as he was formally seated in the Sundo Kim Chair for
Evangelism and Practical Theology Expertise: Evangelization Studies, raises
the vital question of the role of the Holy Spirit in mission, and how human
methodology has often overlooked this important theological key. Robert
Magoola’s article on witchcraft accusations in Uganda illustrates how the
Church must be flexible to applying scripture to local questions, contexts,
and needs. Finally, R. Jeffrey Hiatt’s article examines the application of  Wesleyan
history and theology to the challenge of other global faith systems and their
unique forms of  understanding.
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Communicating the message of scripture cross-culturally is an essential
task of the Church, and the skills of the entire seminary are needed to
accomplish this task. IBS, like any methodology, needs to remain attuned to
the cultural context and how that impacts learning. Is the culture more focused
on oral methods of learning? Can we adapt the IBS method to various tribal
contexts with different ways of  understanding the spirit world? We also need
to consider the socio-economic issues that impact our effectiveness: basic
levels of education and health that may impact learning, work loads and time
limitations imposed by poverty, as well as access to books and other educational
materials. The historic value of IBS only increases as we as a community think
seriously about the many barriers we may need to face in the rapidly globalized
world we are challenged to serve. However, this is the challenge we have been
given, and with the enabling power of the Holy Spirit, we can fulfill our
common mission as we work together as the Body of Christ in the world.
 — Robert Danielson, Ph.D.
